Focus On: Legal Education
by J.B. Ruhl

Preparing Students for the Big Reinvention in Law

A

lthough the law, legal practice, and legal education
are constantly evolving, the three sides of the legal
triangle have not, in the past century, experienced as
much pressure as they do today. These domains have
all become moving targets of change that goes beyond
a linear extrapolation of the past. Words like reinvention, structural
change, transformation, and paradigm shift are frequently used to
describe their future. What happened? How did it get to this, and where
is it all going? Nobody knows for sure, though many commentators
have expressed views ranging from measured analysis to hype and spin.
With 12 years in private practice and going on 20 in academia, I
have a vested interest in what the new legal horizons look like—not
for my own career-planning purposes, but for my students’. What do
I tell them to do about this big reinvention? Following are one legal
educator’s efforts to unpack what is happening in law, legal practice,
and legal education into a set of themes that a law student or young
practitioner could use to guide his or her career path.
First, let’s take the law itself. The substance and procedure of
law have always been in flux, but the path and pace of change have
remained fairly stable since the New Deal invented the regulatory
state almost a century ago. Doctrinal change was inherent in the
common law, and still is, but the pace is glacial. By contrast, the
regulatory state relies on its capacity to change in real time as new
policy challenges demand new legal instruments and institutions.
Yet, while countless new laws and administrative agencies have
come and gone since the 1930s, they all have mostly followed the
same model and procedure.
Since the beginning of the regulatory state, lawyers have not
been swayed by legislative pushes for new regulations or new agency
acronyms. What is on the horizon today, however, is something completely different. Climate change, globalization, polarized politics,
sea changes in social norms, and wildly rapid technological advances
have combined to create a hyperdynamic legal environment unlike
anything experienced in relevant historical time frames.1 The regulatory state struggles to keep up, and calls for new institutional arrangements and novel legal instruments grow louder. Truly, it’s anyone’s
guess as to where law is headed over the next few decades.
As for legal practice, the private law firm model hasn’t changed

much either since the Cravath firm forged the partner–associate pyramid structure in the 1920s.2 Firms around the nation quickly adopted
the “up or out” retention practice and based client relations on the
billable hour, producing a relatively stable and prosperous private
practice world through the 1970s. This model gave way for young
lawyers to enjoy their post-graduate apprenticeships—unlike young
doctors slogging away in residencies—basking in generous salaries
financed by firm clients paying billable hour rates set high enough
to support both associates’ salaries and the partners’ profit margins.
However, the staid private firm model began to unravel in the
late 1980s, as lateral partner movement became more common,
firms began to adopt the non-equity partner category, and firm size
began to explode. Law firms started to behave more like businesses,
with chief financial officers and lots of number crunching. Still,
even as recently as 2005, law firms looked pretty much the same
as they had for 80 years. Signs of more fundamental change began
to surface, though, as storied firms began to consolidate and—the
unthinkable—to fail.
The tipping point was a combination of the Great Recession,
which forced corporate in-house counsel to demand more for less,
and the law technology movement, which made it increasingly possible to meet this demand.3 To put it bluntly, corporate law firm
clients are no longer willing or able to support the associate-heavy,
billable-hour firm pyramid structure, and they are willing to turn
to outsourcing and other providers to take advantage of the new
law + tech industry. The race to build a better legal services provider model is now well underway.
Legal education institutions cannot ignore either of these two
trends. Law schools also have had a relatively stable run of it since
Christopher Columbus Langdell introduced the case study method
at Harvard in the late 1800s, which was eventually adopted by law
schools throughout the nation.4 Even the demand for more skillsbased instruction, which has surfaced and boiled over several times
in the past 20 years, has not shaken law schools from a pedagogical
model conceived more than a century ago.
But law schools now face three fundamental challenges. First,
the sheer number of institutions—more than 200—and escalating
tuitions do not match up well with a changing and more demanding
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market for legal services. Second, legal education, still firmly locked
into the case study method, has focused primarily on studying
what the law was and is, which may no longer sufficiently prepare
students for a world where law is headed into uncharted territory.
Third, if law firms can no longer finance the apprenticeship period
of lawyer education through billable hours charged to clients, who
will? Government agencies and non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), which depend heavily on law firms to produce trained lawyers they could hire away, are not stepping in to fill the gap. All eyes
are turning to law schools, as if they could produce fully formed
lawyers in just three years.

and ride the crest of change as much as any seasoned attorney—
indeed, perhaps their blank slate of experience makes them better
suited to accept radical change. Hence, law students should seize
every opportunity in their three years to learn not just what the
law was and is, but what it will be. For example, rather than writing
a seminar paper on how lower courts have interpreted a Supreme
Court case from 20 years ago, try writing one that predicts how
lower courts will interpret a Supreme Court case decided last week
or how some emerging technology like 3D printing will shake up
patent and copyright law.
As for entering legal practice, now more than ever I advise stu-

It’s delusional to dismiss this as a temporary blip that will revert
to the good old days as soon as…as soon as what? As soon as
climate change, globalization, and technology stop transforming
the legal world around us? As soon as law firm clients find deep
pockets and fall in love with the billable hour again? As soon as law
firms decide to subsidize three years of highly compensated lawyer
apprenticeships on their own dime? As soon as new law graduates
burdened with debt agree to apprentice for three years for pittance?
As soon as new lawyers are in high demand again? As soon as law
schools figure out how to squeeze the basic legal education and legal
apprenticeship into three years of debt-free education? You get the
idea. The past is history—it’s time to adapt.
So, what do I tell students when they seek advice for navigating this no-analog future? First, as scary as radical legal change is,
they should look at it as an unbounded opportunity. Expertise is
short-lived when the legal landscape is rapidly shifting, meaning a
new lawyer can catch up to a senior lawyer all that more quickly.
I advise students to jump on legal change with an entrepreneurial
spirit. They have every reason to believe they can shape the future

dents to above all else find a job that puts the J.D. degree to work,
even if it is not the dream job. There is no way to sugar coat the
effects the changes in demand for legal services have had on employment opportunities, particularly in large private law firms. Those
jobs remain, but securing one and holding on to it will require more
than just showing up. Law students who can afford to diversify their
employment search should also actively seek government, corporate,
and NGO jobs. They should also explore the “J.D. preferred” job
category, which includes many policy institutions, trade associations,
and even the growing law + tech sector.5 In all cases, students should
demonstrate the capacity to adapt to legal change, even to take
advantage of it, and exhibit a keen awareness of the economic and
technological forces changing the way legal services are provided.
I tell them that advancement in any legal employment setting will
increasingly be based on performance, not tenure, so be prepared to
work hard, adapt, be efficient, and be effective at what you do.
Law students should also demand that law schools provide
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them with the foundations they need to do the above. This does
not require overhauling the core of the legal education system,
which has worked pretty well for more than a century. First-year
law students will always need a solid grounding in what the law was
and is—lawyers need domain knowledge just as much as doctors
and accountants do. While a cliché, law school should teach you to
“think like a lawyer”—who wants to hire a lawyer who can’t think
like one? But thinking like a lawyer is not the same today as it was
100, or even 25, years ago. Law schools must challenge students
to think about the legal future. How will climate change influence
property law? How will liability law respond to robotics and human
bioengineering? How will energy regulation law need to change to
accommodate a renewable energy future? How can lawyers draw
from nonlegal disciplines such as scenario planning and change
forecasting to focus on the social, economic, technological, and
environmental forces of the future that will put pressure on law to
change and will open up new legal opportunities? How can lawyers
use the emerging law + tech tools to enhance service to clients?
How can lawyers reconceive the way they deliver legal services?
At Vanderbilt Law School, for example, we have launched a new
upper-level elective called Law Practice in 2050 to put students in
the position of asking and answering questions like these.
New lawyers looking ahead to a career of 30 to 40 years must

anticipate the possibility of sea changes in their chosen fields as
climate change, globalization, technological advancements, demographic shifts, and other forces put stress on existing legal doctrine
and demand new institutions and new legal tools. The most successful lawyers participate in these processes and take anticipatory
steps to adapt rather than simply watch them happen and react. My
objective as a legal educator is to help my students think this way,
so they are prepared for the big reinvention. Are you prepared? 
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